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Figura 2, Comparison of experimental valuoc. of — I!'""11,—.
AH (/i/,v)'J
with theory.
have Inrgcr values of C,,,,mx. In all these eases, as C,,,,mx
increases the trailing vortices move apart. The point of
interest in this note is whether all of the variations can he
collapsed into the simple form expressed hy eqn. (6) which
is based on simple momentum arguments.
3. Comparison ol Theory and Experiment
A limited experimental programme was undertaken to
measure the maximum lift on a number of slender wing
models with sharp leading edges; the planforms covered
both delta and gothic shapes, and cambers tip to 10';,',
were included. The aspect ratios covered the values 0-5,
0-75 and 1 •(>().
Smoke visualisation tests were also made and from
photographs the values of ///,v were measured at high
angles of attack. It was found that h/s was not measur-
ably affected by incidence for each particular wing up to
vortex breakdown. But once vortex breakdown occurred
then it was not possible to assess h/s because the vortices
were no longer clearly defined.
Unfortunately the smoke visualisation tests could not
be made on the same models as Hie force tests. The force
tests were made on models of 1 ft (0-3 m) chord in (he
departmental low-speed blow-down tunnel with speeds of
the order of 300 f t / s (30-5 m/s), whereas only smaller
models of (. in (0-15 m) eho-rd could be used in
smoke tunnel .facility ut air speeds of the order of ]
(4-6 m/s). Since it is argued that Reynolds nura
not a primary parameter for wings with share 1
edges then it is hoped that the measurements f™
two sources can be combined.
After combining all the measurements and n
the results according to eqn. (6), Fig, 2 was obtaini
.should he emphasised that li/s is a measured valu
high angle of incidence but before vortex brea]
occurs, Agreement between eqn. ((>) and the experii
data is good for the 0-5 AR wings, both with and M
camber, but as the AR increases then the experii
maximum l i f t fa l l s below the theoretical value. I
the experiments it was noted that for the 0-5 AR
vortex breakdown reaches the wing trailing edge at
CV.nw whereas for Ihe H) AR wings an extensive reg
vortex breakdown above the wings exists before C
attained. Thus, as long as the How over the wing n
well behaved up to C,,miu as in the case of 0-5 AR
these wings manage to attain the theoretical it
maximum value. Once large regions of vortex breal
occur over the wing then a dif ferent mechanism is n
sible for d i c t a t i ng the maximum l i f t capabilities.
A, f u l l account of this investigation can be foi
ref. 7.
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Flutter of Skew Panels by the Matrix Displacement Approa h
V, KARIAPPA and 0, R. 80MA8HEKAR
National Aoronnulloal Laboratory, ttnnfinloro, Intllit
Introduction
In spite of Ihe large number of published works on
panel nutter"1 there appears to be a wide gap in ilia Iitera»
tare concerning the .flutter of skew panels. For instance,
recently the fluttei1 behaviour of skew panels in .supersonic
flow lias been presented1'-" for a simply-supported boundary
condition using double Fourier sine series to represent the
deflection surface. Apart from this publication there is
practically no literature concerning flutter of skew panels
except refs. 3 4 which consider the flutter of .skew panels
clumped on n i l the edges. The method used in ref. 3 is
the common 4-modc analysis by using the Iguchi functions
for representing the deflections and in ref. 4 the same
problem is solved by the use of beam characteristic fune-
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(ions. One inherent t l i l l i cu l ty in these conven
methods was Unit no single function could be clios
represent the deformation which satisfied various bou
conditions, wi th the result (ha t : the entire analysis
have to be repented with different assumed functioi
accommodating different ; boundary conditions. Hei
general method was proposed In ref. 5 for the stu
panel flutter problems of arbitrary geometry by the I
Uisplaccmt'iu Method, which permits application to
lerns with practically any geomotrieal boundary cond
on any or all the sides.
The present note considers the practical applicati
the Benertil method to Ihe problem of supersonic i
and vibration of skew panels.
The basic elements considered in this note ar
parallelograms (fig. 1) for which the natural stii
inertia and aerodynamic influence coefficient i
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matrices can be derived as explained in refs. 5 anil 6. The
assembled matrices, which refer to (he complete panel,
then be achieved elegantly from the elemental
matrices with the help of Boolean matr ix operations. After
obtaining the required stiffness, inertia and A 1C matrices,
the equations of motion under the influence of elastic,
inertial and aerodynamic forces can be formed in the
form of matrix algebra and solved for the complex eigen-
values and vectors.
Notation
a
A
Boolean matr ix tlescribing lopological con-
nections of the element,
length of Ihe element along the .v-clireclion
assembled aerodynamic damping matrix
(symmetric)
elemental aerodynamic damping matrix
(symmetric)
length of the clement along the .v-direetion
assembled aerodynamic slilfness matrix
(skew)
elemental aerodynamic slilfness matrix
(skew)
D
//
k
KM
/
M
Jtf
/;
</
q
Q
U
\v
W
plate rigidity
thickness of panel
non-dimensional frequency
elastic st iffness matrix (symmetric)
reference length
Mach number
inertia matrix (symmetric)
intensity of aerodynamic pressure
'J|>,,C/a, dynamic pressure
generalised displacement vector, a column
matrix
qe!'
4C|1/7r't, aerodynamic parameter
free-stream velocity
Wll, non-dimensional displacement
vertical displacement
oblique co-ordinates of the elementx , y , z
X, Y,Z rectangular co-ordinates of Ihe panel
a damping factor
A, j
A,
co
U,
X
£
angle of skew
circular frequency
non-dimensional lengths , > f the element
complex number, (<^» 4 1 •'.- 1
complex eigenvalue, (^u-l-i/,j,j)
iion-dimensionul oblique co-ordinates of
the clement
density of ah-
density of panel material
column vector of kinematic modes of an
element (12x1)
transformation matrix function (1X12)
denotes dillerentialion w.r.t;. physical time t
subscript £ differentiation with reference to §
superscript t transposed matrix
Emotions of Motion and /ts Solution
. The dynamic equations, under the influence of, stillness,
inertia and aerodynamic forces muy be written us
[KE] q + C, [11] q +d [A] q + C» [Jtf} q"«0. . (0
The details regarding -the derivation of elastic stlft'ncsss
TYPICAL ELEMENT
1 . Idealisation of a panel.
[KK] and inertia l^/f] matrices may be obtained from rcf. 6
and' that of; A1C matrices [A] and [B] from ret 5. But
for the sake of clarity, the derivation of AIC matrices is
mentioned briefly here.
The dynamic pressure intensity at any point ( x , y ) may
be represented as
\dW
~t (2)
Using non-dimensional parameters
tf-~"s
x
a/2 ' = JL7 h/2
J_
a
and w
and representing the non-dimensional deflection w as
ic—lip
where « stands for 'the (12x1) column vector of kinematic
modes™ and 4k a matrix 'transformation function (see
Appendix), it is possible from the principle of virtual work,
to derive the kinematically consistent aerodynamic forces
as
where
.1 J
nt "~jrj
fit1 Of dfd-»j ««.'!»,,«,,
a=3
 \u J
4.1 -l-l
(3)
(4)
(5)
and a,, is a transformation matrix*"1,
The details of matrices An and W,, are given In Tables I
and II, Having obtained the AIC matrices «„ and An for
discrete elements, it is straightforward to assemble them
by means of Boolean operations to obtain the big matrices
for the complete panel, i.e.
A=a'A0«, (6)
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1/120
--,
A0 =
1/144
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/24
0
0
1/144
1 / 1 20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/24
0
0
0
0
1/840
0
0
1/560
0
0
0
0
1/240
0 -
0
0
0
1/840
1/560
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1/240
TABLE 1
MATRIX \~-(AIG)
0 0 0
0
0
1/560
17/4200
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1/120
0
1/560
0
0
17/4200
0
0
0
0
1/120
0
0
0
0
0
0
17/29400
9/19600
1/300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9/19600
17/29400
1/300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/300
1/300
1/36
0
0
0
=====
1/24
1/24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/4
0
0
, ... — " U O I
0 nJJ 0
1/240 o
0 -1/240
1 / l in
0 n
0 0
0 0
0 ft
1/48 0
0 1/48
<V-[1/A i / M I / A 1/M I / A I / / i I / A I / M 1 1 I / A
0
0
-1/120
0
0
•1/60
0
0
0
0
• 1 /24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
t)
TABLE II
MATRIX a,r-
0
0
0
0
0
0
17/4200
•3/700
1/30
0
0
0
1/60
1/60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/12
0
0
-<AIC)
0
0
0
0
17/4200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/420
3/700
0
0
0
1)
0
1)
-1/120
o
0
0
1/60
1/30
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1/12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
f l / A I / M I /A l / / i I / A I / M I /A I In 1 1 I /A l//ij
i i \ / / i i \/n A i i i j
1/24
1/24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/4
0
0
AM
In the present application, the effect of aerodynamic
damping, on the flutter characteristics, lias been neglected,
Hence cqn. (1) with the assumption <i • ;<ie^ / t reduces to
[K,rl-C«B]<l + C9X»rj/] <r :(> , (7)
or in the form of conventional eigenvalue problem it may
be written, as
(8) it" u
where
71 u H/< ,t is -(lie required complex eigenvalue,
The natural frequency CD may he obtained from et|n. ( H ) ,
by equating Cn to /era us a part icular cane. The natural
frequency may be related to the conventional constant k by
PHESI r mm
I '8.0
TR-O.H
liquation (10 may he solved for various value* of C,,,
•the aerodynamic parameter. The flutter condition* nitiy
be obtained by studying the variation of eigenvalues with
the gradual increase in C',,. It; may be observed that tin C,,
is increased, two sets of eigenvalues approach each other
and after a certain value of C,. they become complex con-
jugates. The particular value of C',,. tit which ilia two
frequencies coalesce gives the critical value.
Ronulta and Conclusion^
For the numerical calculations, n panel with simply-
supported end conditions has been chosen and Is divided
into live elements in the sirenmwiso direction and four
elements In the span-wise direction, (Fig. 1). The present
results refer to three different aspect ratios (0-5, 1-0 and
2-0) nnd for each case three skew tingles, namely, 90°, 75"
and 60° have been considered. However, any boundary
SiWW ANOLE A°
ttt uriitoil oorodynamlo pan iswrwlth
at tiknw.
cuiidition with any aspect ratio and
 tskew anj
accomplished with l i t t l e ell'ort in the computer;
The results of the present f lut ter analysis an
with the other available results of ref. 2 and
scnled in Fig, 2 in the form of tt graph showing tl
of criiical dynamic pressure with angle of ske
Hhuws the- variation of the flrut two natural :
with this angle of skew, The computed natural;
compared with the known values of the :
plates"'" lire in excellent agreement and, \
number of discrete elements, chosen for the
computation, may be considered to bo sufflcie
purpose.
The comparison of flutter results show tw
good agreement between the- present unit
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ooroach and that of conventional -method of ref. 2 crnploy-
•mj double Fourier sine scries, for -the aspect ratios 0-5
and 1-0. But there is slight disagreement in the case of
snect ratio 2-0. In the absence of exact theories and
realistic experiments, it is difficult to comment at this stage
about the relative merits of the results. Nevertheless, the
finite element method has proved its superiority over other
methods in its generality and applicability to accommo-
date practically any boundary conditions, including struc-
tural discontinuities, if any. No convergence studies have
been attempted in this analysis. However, the application
of the kinematically consistent quantities have proved to
be satisfactory in other dynamic problems as illustrated in
ref. 9 and other works relating to finite element approach.
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APPENDIX
The use of natural modes, suggested by Argyris, which
include both straining and rigid body modes in the matrix
displacement approach, has proved in applications to both
linear and non-linear fields highly superior compared to
other methods which make use of, say, the kinematic
modes due to unit displacements11". Natural mode approach
yields, with a minimum of algebra, concise expressions for
the elemental stiU'ncsses compared to other approaches
which become cumbersome and lead to complicated
expressions. Also* in the evaluation of kincmatlcnlly con-
sistent lumped masses, the natural mode technique is again
more successful and, hence, the same technique is further
extended in the present application for deriving the kine-
matically consistent aerodynamic influence coefficient
matrices.
The deformed shape of an element is uniquely de-
scribed in terms of its nodal displacements p ancl the state
of deformation of the element is expressed as a combina-
tion of nine straining modes and three rigid body modes p'.
Natural mode vector
where pN js a (9 x i) Draining moda Yector and p0 js a
W X l ) rigid body mode vector.
The relation be-tween the natural and kinematic mode
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Figure 3. Frequency constant (k) vs. skew angle.
vectors may be written as
where «„ is a transformation matrix*01.
The displacement at any point outside the element may
be expressed as
PN]
po /
O> p = <«> «0p
where
<•>„
or w~
I _
16XU
1 ,.
32^ ,
1
32X
1
corresponding
to nine
straining
modes.
_
4
1 corresponding
to three rigid
body modes.
